Dyskinesia-induced postural instability in Parkinson's disease.
Parkinson's disease (PD) patients may complain of unsteadiness and impaired balance not only when OFF, but also while being ON with levodopa-induced dyskinesia (LID), yet influence of LID upon postural stability has not been specifically examined. In this study, we addressed this issue using static and dynamic posturography in patients with advanced PD and typical LID. Relevant postural stability parameters were measured on force platforms when patients were OFF and ON, either in quiet standing or when performing leaning tasks designed to stress postural stability. Simultaneously, LID was assessed clinically using a dyskinesia rating scale of severity and subjective unsteadiness was computed. Displacement of the net center of pressure (COPnet), range of COPnet in the mediolateral and antero-posterior directions and 95% confidence ellipse area for both feet were measured as indicators of postural stability and used for comparison analyses. We found a significant increase of COPnet displacement in all tasks up to 556% (mean: 125+/-165%) when patients were ON with dyskinesia compared to the OFF state. In about half of the patients, this increase was marked and correlated with subjective unsteadiness while ON. There was a good correlation between the clinical scores of dyskinesia severity and most COPnet values. Patients demonstrated a tendency to sustain their weight on the foot less affected by dyskinesia, probably as a compensatory mechanism. Our results suggest that LID may compromise balance and independently contribute to postural instability in advanced PD.